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Agenda

• What is discernment?

• Why is Salem in a period of discernment?

• What is going to happen in discernment?

• Disaffiliation in a nutshell

• What will be happening in the next few months?

• Question and answer period
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What Is Discernment?
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Understanding Discernment

• Discernment is a way for a church to check 
itself, become attuned to hear God’s voice 
guiding it and plot a realistic path to the future

• Discernment means operating on God’s time 
and waiting patiently for Holy Spirit to bring the 
group together

• The conversation should revolve around each 
person sharing their own thoughts and 
experiences on how God is leading them
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Features of Discernment

• Engage in dialogue rather than argument

• Encourage and listen to all the voices 

• Look for consensus

• Lots of prayer and reflection

• Actively listening to God and each other

• Regularly report progress
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Why Is Salem in a Period 
of Discernment?
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Concerns at Salem with the UMC

• There is a growing issue within the UMC on how the 
denomination handles issues regarding human 
sexuality

• Several well-respected long-term members at Salem no 
longer believe the UMC reflects the values of our 
church

• Group meetings held by Pastor David earlier this year 
indicated enough dissatisfaction within the broad 
membership that it warranted Church Council 
consideration

• The Church Council voted overwhelmingly to enter a 
period of discernment and engage the entire 
congregation in determining if we should leave the 
UMC
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Current UMC Stance on Homosexuality
• From the Book of Discipline

• Persons of homosexual orientation are persons of sacred 
worth who need the ministry and guidance of the church

• Homosexuality is not consistent with biblical teachings
• Practicing homosexuals may not be ordained
• UMC pastors may not perform same sex weddings
• UMC churches may not host same sex weddings
• UMC may not donate to LGBTQ+ causes

• Several progressive districts and churches are not 
following the rules

• The UMC elected its first openly gay Bishop in 2016
• The Illinois Great Rivers certified Isaac Simmons — who 

performs in drag as Miss Penny Cost — as a candidate for 
ministry.

• Duke Memorial UMC hosted a gay wedding in “Holy 
disobedience” to the Book of Discipline in 2020
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Conflicts within the UMC
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A Spirit-Led Church

• Salem members who are troubled by recent UMC 
behaviors feel called to leave the UMC denomination so 
they can better achieve God’s plan for their lives

• If enough Salem members feel the same way, God may 
best be served by transitioning Salem to a different 
Methodist denomination

• Other members at Salem may not feel called to join the 
new denomination based on what God is calling them 
to do, and will likely not transition

• The goal of discernment is to help us decide how we as 
a church can best come together and serve God
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Why Now?

• There is a path available to leave the UMC 
denomination (disaffiliation) in 2023 for reasons of 
conscience over human sexuality

• Should we choose to leave in 2023, we need to 
hold a church-wide vote by the end of February

• The goal of discernment is to help us decide as a 
church if we wish to leave
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What Is Going to Happen 
in Discernment?
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Discernment Team

• The Church Council appointed a Discernment Team 
to lead the church through the process
• Brooke Burrage Charlie Burrage

• Mason Burrage Boyd Furr

• Travis Gordon Gary Gray

• Jo Anne Hainline Ed Lipe

• Billy Lowder Jennifer Orr

• Leslie Phillips
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General Activities

• Provide information to the congregation to help 
them decide the best path for Salem

• Gather questions and provide answers

• Hold regular prayer meetings

• Host meetings and encourage meaningful 
conversations that bring the congregation together, 
even though we may not all agree

• Invite other speakers who have gone through this 
process to share their experiences 

• Keep the congregation informed on the progress
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Resources
• A discernment section has been added to our web 

site with useful information: 
https://salem4christ.org/discernment

• A new “Discernment” Facebook group has been set 
up where we will post notifications about new 
information, announce meetings, and accept 
questions via messenger

• You can e-mail the discernment team at 
umcsalem21@gmail.com with questions, thoughts, 
suggestions, etc. 

• We will collect FAQ’s from all sources and have a 
new FAQ sheet available for Sunday services
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Disaffiliation in a 
Nutshell
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Disaffiliation in a Nutshell

• Basic disaffiliation requirements

• Transitioning to a new denomination

• Member rights and responsibilities
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Basic Disaffiliation Requirements
• Paragraph 2553 was added to the Book of Discipline in 

2019 to provide churches a way to leave the UMC
• Must leave for reasons of conscience related to human 

sexuality
• Must be completed by December 31, 2023
• Must be decided at a Church Conference by a 2/3 majority 
• Church must pay unpaid apportionments and buy-out their 

share of the pension fund (Approximately $127,000 for 
Salem)

• Local church shall retain its property

• This allows a church to leave the UMC but does not 
move it to another denomination. That is additional 
work

• The opportunity for churches to disaffiliate past 
December 2023 will be decided at the 2024 General 
Conference
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Process for Disaffiliation (WNCC District)

• Notify local DS of our desire to start the process of discernment 
(Done)

• Conduct discernment activities with congregation (In Progress)

• Conduct meeting with DS (Dec 11)

• Provide copies of historical documents to DS (In Progress)

• Request DS call Church Conference for formal vote (End of 
January)

• Prepare disaffiliation resolution for formal vote

• Conduct Church Conference and hold formal vote (end of Feb)

• Submit approved resolution to Annual Conference (Due April 1)

• Annual Conference approves disaffiliation (June 2023)

• Church establishes legal entity for deed transfer

• Church completes disaffiliation requirements (submits payment 
to conference)

• Church removes UMC logo and name from all signs, websites, 
stationery, etc.

• Complete NLT Dec 31, 2023
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Money Owed to Conference to 
Disaffiliate (approximate)
• One additional year of apportionments $22,000

• Pension funding $87,800

• Conference legal fees $ 1,500

• Repayment of Vitality grants $15,400

• Total (best estimate) $126,700
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Possible Paths Forward
Church Council

Letter to DS

Vote fails

Vote passes

Requirements met

Requirements not met

Leave UMC

Remain UMC

Remain UMC

Request denied Remain UMC

Schedule vote

Possibly 
reevaluate in 

2024

Discernment

Do not schedule vote Remain UMC
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Denominational Change Overview

• Different denominations bring different rules and 
structures to the member churches

• Property ownership
• Apportionments
• Pastors (education, tenure, hiring responsibility)
• Membership and committee structure

• Transferring denominations means replacing our 
existing UMC-based church operations with a new 
organization

• Creating the new organization would need to begin in time to 
have it in place by the disaffiliation date

• Requires member votes to make it official
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Authority/Responsibility of 
Current Committees
• The existing Church Council and committees are 

authorized by the members with managing operations 
of Salem UMC

• Funds donated to the church are limited to use for operation 
of Salem

• Existing committees have no authority to perform 
duties related to changing denominations or to spend 
church funds on this

• Part of discernment may help guide the church toward a new 
denomination

• Church members will have to vote to authorize a new 
organization to perform these activities on their behalf
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Church Membership

• If Salem votes to disaffiliate, all of Salem’s members 
will cease to be Salem UMC members once 
disaffiliation is complete regardless of how they 
voted

• May remain UMC members by requesting a transfer of 
membership prior to disaffiliation

• Salem members may be able to join a new 
denomination as a group by holding a church-wide 
vote

• Membership transfer would happen on the date of 
disaffiliation, not the date of the vote

• Transfer to the new denomination would happen for all 
members regardless of the way they voted
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What Will Be Happening 
in the Next Few Months?
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Plans for the Next Few Months

Nov-Dec Jan

Set up 
communications 

tools

Meet with DS
Dec 11

Discernment 
informational 

meetings

Request 
Church-wide 

vote

Hold 
Church-

wide vote
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Feb

Discernment small 
group meetings

Church-wide discussions on 
possible futures

Continued discussions on possible futures



Small Group Meetings

• No more than 20 people

• A safe space to talk and listen

• Directed discussion to ask and answer important 
questions

• Meeting days/times (all in the Hut)
• Nov 28 @ 10:30 Nov 28 @ 7:00
• Nov 29 @ 10:30 Nov 29 @ 7:00
• Nov 30 @ 10:30
• Dec 1 @ 10:30 Dec 1 @ 7:00
• Will set up meetings for the following weekend if needed

• Sign-up sheets are available!
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Small Group Meeting Questions

• How is the Holy Spirit calling you to live out your 
beliefs at Salem?

• How can you support those at Salem who may be 
on different faith journeys?

• How does the conflict within the UMC impact your 
ability to follow God’s plan for you?

• What questions may be missing from the 
conversation?

• What questions do you still have that you are 
struggling with?
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Church-Wide Discussions

• Bring the information from the small groups into a 
larger group and discuss

• Invite speakers from other churches who have 
worked through this issue

• Envision the possible paths available and get 
feedback

• Discern if the Holy Spirit is calling us to move 
forward with a church-wide vote
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Question and Answer 
Period
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